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Immodieze and AXENTIA for the Conseil General du 91
Vous Êtes Ici Architectes (A. Becker, J Paulré, P. Pflughaupt)
Morangis, 91 - Southern parisian suburb
Retirement Home with 91 lits - Label H&E EHPA
9,4 M € without furnitures
Building Permit 2010 - Final Delivery 2013
5315 m² HON / 46 parking spaces / total plot area 9950 m²
Dumez IDF (General Contractor), FACEA (Fluids Engineering),
Lecarpentier (Landscaping), SPOOMS (Kitchen Engineering),
Cap Horn (Acoustics Engineering), Lapointe (Roads and Water
Engineering), 11H45 (Photograph)
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2 exteriors spaces

3 exteriors spaces by night
A retirement home for all

Views and light

Based on an off-plan concept led by AXENTIA as a social
contractor and IMMODIEZE as a private developer, the Morangis
Retirement Home was constructed with financial support from
the Conseil Général de l’Essone, Regional support as well as the
Regional Health Agency and the town of Morangis.
The operator and tenant of the new building is an
Autonomous Public Establishment that offers stay’s as low as
60€ per day. This low and democratic offer was attained without
sacrificing the quality of service or the finish of the construction.

One of the base lines of this project is to offer, all through the
construction and all its sleeping units, framed views. Each unit has a main
gathering area for activities or meals as well as a smaller area placed in front
of loggia or suspended gardens. All these small areas include large windows
and quality framed views.
The corridors, usually blind and suffocating spaces, always
include wider spaces with outside views, this allows our elders to move
around at their pace towards lights and rest areas in the buildings circulations,
they may easily meet and chat with fellow residents without having a difficult
and stressing path to do so.
The third floor has two large terraces easily accessible to the
residents. These terraces, widely orientated towards the park, are treated as a
prolongation of the inner spaces.
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An orientated building
The building is constructed on 4 levels and is based on a « Y » shaped
plan. The building occupies the site as follows:
1- The main public entrance is located where the “Y” strands connect
2- The north façade is dedicated to service, deliveries and employee’s
entrance
3- The south façade is generously opened towards the residents private
parc
The plan is organized according to a few constraints: compact, rational
and open towards the outside
The living areas as well as the main activities areas (restaurant, salon) are
developed around the private gardens. These areas benefit from the view and
easy dedicated access to the gardens. The gardens include therapeutically
themed spaces as well as more traditional paths around flower beds and a
rose garden.
The rooms on floor one and two are dedicated to classical geriatrics
residents, the rooms are disposed into 6 units of 13 rooms each
The third floor is dedicated to patients suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease or other similar neurological disorders. The floor includes vast
dedicated spaces for specialized activities, rest and well-being.
All the floors are accessible from the central node intersecting all
of the buildings functions and patient units.
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6Espace de vie / Espace à vivre
Materials and Volumes
A unique volume with different spaces: unity is not uniformity.
On the outer skin wrapping the building, openings are pierced
following no specific symmetry; the sculpted facades offer various
views and volumes behind the outer skin.
This envelope covering the building is made out of Siberian larch
wood; these wooden boards are warm and comforting. The outer skin
vibrates according to the sun and time of the day. The larch boards are
top quality solid wood, they are butted together to prevent deformation
and to remove defaults.
Wooden awnings extend the facades skin away from the building
creating shelter from the sun and rain and protecting the ground floor’s
salons and restaurants.
Every time the outer skin is punched in to form a dent in the global
volume this corresponds to a specific socializing space: inner rest
areas widely opened towards the park or the third floors terraces. The
“dents” allow the sun and the light to reach in deeply into the building
for those whom have difficulties moving about. As soon as the outer
skin is breached to create a volume a different material and color is
used to outline these inner volumes. A warm orange to yellow coating
has been applied on the outer walls exaggerating the warmth of the
light. The ambiance is friendly and warm and the yellow resonates
nicely with the natural warmth of wood. As a result the dynamic spaces
we offer are worth the effort needed to reach by elderly people.
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This bright and lively color, stimulating without being aggressive,
is also the one used for the window and door frames of the facades
found under the awnings and in the bedrooms. As one approaches the
building and passes below the awnings towards the yellow coating, as
he is welcomed, will feel and understand the building’s harmony. One
will easily understand how the building works and how it is connected
to its natural and urban surroundings.
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9 from the UHR roof top
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Espace de vie / Espace à vivre
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12 Loggia
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